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Tigre's great boundary peak that dominates the Danakil
desert on the west; and in the rich level lands, broken by
few gorges, of Lake Ashangi to the south. When he ruled
in Makalle before the war Gucsa had made many contacts
with their local chiefs, who owed an ill-defined allegiance
to Tigre.
The Galla of the Wojerat, the Azebu and the Raia were
beginning to give the Emperor trouble.
It was part of the Italian propaganda in this war that
the Galla were peaceful peasants, original owners of the
Ethiopian soil, now brutally enslaved and exploited by the
Amhara governing class. This story was made to fit all
parts of Ethiopia : like the suits of cheap tailors, which can
be bought in all sizes but identical proportions, it could
dress up the highest mountains or the lowest plains that the
Negus ruled over. It was far from being the truth.
Ethiopia was invaded by the Galla in the sixteenth
century, and the Amhara were driven back into the plateau.*
These ferocious nomads only failed to conquer the whole
of modern Abyssinia because they were incapable of
organisation on the scale of the people whom they defeated
by sheer weight of numbers in the plain.
In Ethiopian legend, they introduced the war custom of
the mutilation of prisoners and of the dead, rapidly
popularised throughout Ethiopia.
A terror of the Gallas, based on history, myth and baby
stories is bred into every Ethiopian child. Even in those of
mixed birth, who predominate. In a country of loose
marriage like Ethiopia, where divorce can be obtained at
the will of either party, mixed Amhara-Galla parentage is
more the rule than the exception.
During last century, when the Galla owned and ruled
all the rich borderlands of the plateau, Wallega, Shoa,
Wollo, Yeju, Lake Ashangi, the Amhara possessing himself
of the rifle used his superior power of organisation again to
recover his mastery over this mass African movement.
* The Galla had come up from the south—probably from somewhere
near the great lakes, and were in what is now British Somaliland by
the beginning of the century. They then spread out fanwise over Aussa
and Harrar, up towards Shoa, and over to Jimma and the Wallega
country.

